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*New York Times bestseller—over 40 million copies sold**The #1 Most Influential Business

Book of the Twentieth Century*One of the most inspiring and impactful books ever written, The

7 Habits of Highly Effective People has captivated readers for nearly three decades. It has

transformed the lives of presidents and CEOs, educators and parents—millions of people of all

ages and occupations. Now, this 30th anniversary edition of the timeless classic

commemorates the wisdom of the 7 Habits with modern additions from Sean Covey. The 7

Habits have become famous and are integrated into everyday thinking by millions and millions

of people. Why? Because they work!With Sean Covey’s added takeaways on how the habits

can be used in our modern age, the wisdom of the 7 Habits will be refreshed for a new

generation of leaders.They include:Habit 1: Be ProactiveHabit 2: Begin with the End in

MindHabit 3: Put First Things FirstHabit 4: Think Win/WinHabit 5: Seek First to Understand,

Then to Be UnderstoodHabit 6: SynergizeHabit 7: Sharpen the SawThis beloved classic

presents a principle-centered approach for solving both personal and professional problems.

With penetrating insights and practical anecdotes, Stephen R. Covey reveals a step-by-step

pathway for living with fairness, integrity, honesty, and human dignity—principles that give us

the security to adapt to change and the wisdom and power to take advantage of the

opportunities that change creates.
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Anonymous, “Next to the Bible, the Most Transformative Book of my Life. I frequently buy this

book as part of my graduation presents. I just gave a young woman this book yesterday, and

told her that other than the Bible, this book has been the most transformative and important

book in my life. Although its been years since I read it in full, I use its principles in my life, quote

it, remember it. Thinking about buying the workbook as a refresher course for myself. Not a

book to read and put down. I book to transform your life if you apply its principles in your

personal life and professional life.”

MomOf5, “Life changing!. I LOVE this book. I'm 45. I've heard of this book before, but I always

kind of thought it was a folksy self-help book, so I never paid attention to it. But one day I just

got the most random notion to read it, so I did. It is amazing. Covey is right. He didn't create

these ideas. God did (my opinion, not his). Covey just masterfully distilled them into practical

nuggets. I view this book as a necessary read for anyone (especially Christians) who wants to

learn how to practically steward well all that God has given them. This has really helped me in

my Christian walk. I actually used the information in this book to change my life. I didn't just

read it and shelve it.”

Katia H., “A Must-Read!. I now understand why people think so highly of this book. Amazing

concepts, ideas and theories - and truths - to integrate into both one’s personal and

professional life; it really makes you think and (re)consider. I’ve had multiple “wow” moments

as some ideas and ways of thinking really spoke to me. Sean Covey’s additions and

perspectives were a great touch, I found, as well.I didn’t expect the book to have actionable

items and exercises you could work on as you read it - found this captivating. Highly

recommend, as do many, many others!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great content, Less happy with the physical copy itself. I began reading

the kindle version of this book. I really enjoyed the book after the first 100 pages and wanted a



physical copy. Where the kindle book had diagram errors, I briefly skimmed through the

hardcover copy and it seems to be corrected in this edition. Will update review about book

content once I actually finish. Additionally, I had to reorder my hardcover book because it came

dinged. The second copy seems free of any defects, but is still a bit dirty/smudgey on the

cover.”

Lex, “The Overaching ideas are great; the specifics are a bit off.. The 7 Habits are something

that remain true, regardless of time era or culture. I think Stephen is spot on within his regards

stated within the book of these habit's legitimacy. They are the fundamentals of creating an

effective human. However, I do think Stephen takes are far too altruistic/logical disposition

when advising specific advice. I think the two perfect examples are the emotional bank account

and thinking win/win.I would argue that emotional bank accounts don't necessarily work in the

logical manner Stephen describes. Divorce records, bad relationships and friendships can

show this. We don't always think in our emotional investments relative to our current condition/

issues with someone, as our current emotional state will often cloud our judgement or just

straight outweigh the possible years of previous investments, particularly with emotionally

immature individuals. In some circumstances, emotional bank accounts can be relative,

whereby actions don't have comparative value but instead are valued all the same (kind of like

the buddist birthday cutaway from Family Guy, which I know is a weird simile).As for thinking

win/win, it is often times just far too time ineffective to try and come up with win/win

circumstances for certain situations. For interactions that'll have future consequences, it is

necessary to build a good, trusting relationship, but for one time interactions or in other

circumstances, trying to get your other party to win will just be manipulated or abused, and

sometimes just ineffective, as it'll have no future bearing on any endeavours that are important

to your life or to those important to you. In those situations, I think just thinking to win is far

better.Finally, the concept of the young woman/old lady. It's a fun little psychology game that

can show ignorance and the defensive nature we have over world views, but what I think that it

ignores about worldviews is how useful they are. Two people can perceive the same interaction

differently, that is true, but what makes one perspective more valuable and 'right' is whether or

not that worldview can be used to recreate or predict future events similar to that perceived or

be useful to motivate or explain why something works, and allows for future effective actions to

be taken. If you see a lion hunting a gazelle, one person could say that it is because they're

hungry, while another could say that the gazelle wronged the lion. Both are interpreting the

same act, and can justify it with their description of details within the event, however, only one

perspective (the lion being hungry) can predict that this behaviour can happen again in future

(not the best analogy, I know, but its the best I could think of). This general principle is a

fundamental to self-help: replicability of ideals and success.The book is magnificent, and is

expertly written, with Stephen's analogies and stories being VERY convincing and easily

convey the many ideas he puts forward. Its just some of the advice isn't something you should

take forward, which is up to you to decide. Don't just read this book and take it as gospel; take

the many concepts that work for you and leave those that don't show to be effective or bear

fruit.”

M English, “Incredible book. I wanted to make the most of lock down and read a worth while

book to take me forward. This was it! Through the years I have read several books of this

nature but this is the best. No nonsense, logical and apt book particularly for these times. It

should be a must read for every late teen! and older teen like myself.”



Gian Andrea, “ESSENTIAL read. A true life-changing book with solid advice that should be

read in school.A modern stoic view infused with empathy and success mindset, that teaches

you what the ancients always knew:Mind your own business, and work hard on yourself before

criticizing others.Have a plan in mind. Prioritize.Don't waste your time with meaningless

stuff.Look after yourself, mentally and physically.A true victory is when everybody wins.”

The book by Stephen R. Covey has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 8,759 people have provided

feedback.
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